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Abstract - Over the past decade, classic client side applications with Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture haven’t 

changed much but become more complex. In this paper, the problem is that when we need a data feed from another 

website we can't use Grid for that, as Functional support make it heavy to run which becomes Time Complex in order to 

run this on Local Service. Web Services only use XML for Response making hard for developer who doesn't know about 

XML. The base paper only used HTTP method but if we want to use the post form method then these are not supported in 

Web Service. Performance data suggests that this scheme of building application around messages is a practical 

architecture for the next generation Web application client. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Web Services are becoming an increasingly important feature of Internet and Grid systems. They support a loosely coupled 

service oriented architecture that builds on previous distributed object architectures like CORBA, Java RMI, and COM to provide 

scalable interoperable systems. The broad applicability of this approach includes enterprise software, e-Science and e-Business. 

Correspondingly there are a growing number of powerful tools that are available for building, maintaining and accessing Web 

Service-based systems. Grid computing is the collection of computer resources from multiple locations to reach a common goal. 

The grid can be thought of as a distributed system with non-interactive workloads that involve a large number of files. Grid 

computing is distinguished from conventional high performance computing systems such as cluster computing in that grid 

computers have each node set to perform a different task/application. Grid computers also tend to be more heterogeneous and 

geographically[2]dispersed (thus not physically coupled) than cluster computers. Although a single grid can be dedicated to a 

particular application, commonly a grid is used for a variety of purposes. Grids are often constructed with general-purpose grid 

middleware software libraries. 

Grid computing combines computers from multiple administrative domains to reach a common goal, to solve a single task, and 

may then disappear just as quickly. One of the main strategies of grid computing is to use middleware to divide and apportion 

pieces of a program among several computers, sometimes up to many thousands. Grid computing involves computation in a 

distributed fashion, which may also involve the aggregation of large-scale clusters. 

The size of a grid may vary from small—confined to a network of computer workstations within a corporation, for example—to 

large, public collaborations across many companies and networks. "The notion of a confined grid may also be known as intra-nodes 

cooperation whilst the notion of a larger, wider grid may thus refer to an inter-nodes cooperation”. These tools include portals that 

allow user frontends to Web Services. This model for user interaction has new standards like portlets with WSRP (Web Services 

for Remote Portlets) [1] and the Java Specification Request JSR168 [2] supporting lightweight interfaces to the backend resources. 

This architecture shown in fig.1 implements the Model-View-Controller or MVC [3] [4] architecture with a clean message based 

interface partially specified by the portlet standard. 

In section 2, we describe the other methods used in the literature. In section 3, methodology to solve the problem is proposed. 

Fourth section describes result. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Due to the difference of document object models that implemented by earlier versions of major browsers, web developers 

access HTML document using JavaScript had to write wrapper code to reconcile the incompability between Netscape and Internet 

Explorer. In 1998, W3C proposed Document Object Model (DOM) level 1 specification that defines “a platform- and language-

neutral interface that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of documents.” 

[8] DOM level 2 standard further specifies a generic event model [10]. 

The business model for Grids (at least that found in academia or government labs) is project-oriented in which the users or 

community represented by that proposal have certain number of service units (i.e. CPU hours) they can spend. For example, the 

TeraGrid operates in this fashion, and requires increasingly complex proposals be written for increasing number of computational 

power. The TeraGrid has more than a dozen Grid sites, all hosted at various institutions around the country. What makes an 

institution want to join the TeraGrid?[3] When an institution joins the TeraGrid with a set of resources, it knows that others in the 

community can now use these resources across the country. It also acknowledges the fact that it gains access to a dozen other Grid 

sites. This same model has worked rather well for many Grids around the globe, giving institutions incentives to join various Grids 

for access to additional resources for all the users from the corresponding institution.In order to support the creation of the so called 

“Virtual Organizations”—a logical entity within which distributed resources can be discovered [5] and shared as if they were from 

the same organization, Grids define and provide a set of standard protocols, middleware, toolkits, and services built on top of these 

protocols [6]. Interoperability and security are the primary concerns for the Grid infrastructure as resources may come from 
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different administrative domains, which have both global and local resource usage policies, different hardware and software 

configurations and platforms, and vary in availability and capacity. 

Software as a Service (SaaS) [2] delivers special-purpose software that is remotely accessible by consumers through the Internet 

with a usage-based pricing model. Salesforce is an industry leader in providing online CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 

Services. Live Mesh from Microsoft allows files and folders to be shared and synchronized across multiple devices. Although 

Clouds provide services at three different levels (IaaS, PaaS, and Saas), standards for interfaces to these different levels still remain 

to be defined. This leads to interoperability problems between today’s Clouds, and there is little business incentives for Cloud 

providers to invest additional resources in defining and implementing new interfaces. As Clouds mature, and more sophisticated 

applications and services emerge that require the use of multiple Clouds, there will be growing incentives to adopt standard 

interfaces that facilitate interoperability in order to capture emerging and growing markets in a saturated Cloud market. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION  

  An integrated development environment to establish web service in grid computing is studied based on the types and method 

related to SOAP, UDDI, WSDL Importing or running a web service on a local host or live URI based. What is needed to do with 

the web service is to import it from a Network ad apter or a Dedicated IP and then import it into your solution. The Problem is that 

when we need a data feed from another website we can't use Grid for that, as Functional support make it heavy to run which 

becomes Time Complex in order to run this on Local Service. 

  Web Services only use XML for Response making hard for developer who doesn't know about XML. The base paper only used 

HTTP method but if we want to use the post form method then these are not supported in Web Service. We need to get its license 

if to use. That makes a problem of open source Development also not compatible with MVC frame-work. 

Objectives: 

∙To develop a web service in a web API framework which handles the Business logic on HTTP method and also Supports GET 

Post implementation of Methods. 

∙Provide support for all Open Source Technology Development by using this Service Architecture. 

∙ To support a JSON, AJAX calling rather than to use XML fo r every response and request handle by HTTP module.  

∙ Making compatibility for every MVC framework architecture supported in various language.  

      

IV. METHODOLOGY 

SERVICES DISCOVERY 

UDDI 

SERVICES DECRIPTION 

WSDL 

SERVICES INVOCATION 

SOAP 

TRANSPORT 

HTTP 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The application of Twitter DM Client using Grid Computing is developed and is working as a desktop application. The 

application uses Web services to access the twitter DM client. 

 

 

Fig 1:Twitter DM Client Access 
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Fig 2:Twitter DM client Automated Grid Code 
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